Oscar D. Graham
P.O. Box 1284
Boerne, TX 78006-1284

January 7, 2003

Public Comment for OMB regulations

Dear Public Comment for OMB regulations:

We heartily support the Administration's goal to subject all 850,000 federal workers performing commercial activities to competition and to bring about outsourcing and privatization where appropriate.

We commend the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) for seeking to improve Circular A-76, which has become an impediment to competition and appropriate privatization of commercial activities provided by federal agencies.

We support the November 2002 Circular A-76 revisions. Entrepreneurs and workers will have new opportunities to seek work previously unavailable to the private sector, and the revisions will help eliminate unfair government competition. We support the provisions that eliminate Unfair Competition under Agency-to-Agency arrangements. We particularly support the presumption that all activities are “presumed to be commercial”, as this reinforces and supports the longstanding policy of both Democrat and Republican Administrations to rely on the private sector for goods and services.

Sincerely,

Oscar D Graham